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Preface 

The Far-Out Fallout Collection Program was a cooperative effort 

of the U. S. Army Engineer Nuclear Cratering Group (NCG), the Radio- 

chemistry, Rio-Medical and K Divisions of the Lawrence Radiation Lab- 

oratory (LRL), and the U. S. Public Health Service (PHs)-Southwestern 

Radiological Health Laboratory (SWRHL). This program was carried 

out a s  part bf the joint Atomic Energy Commission-U. S. Army Corps 
/' of Engin,eers nuclear excavation research program. 



PROJECT S 8 OONER 
FAR-OUT FALLOUT COLLECTION PROGRAM 

Abstract 

gram was an 

periment, were collected at downwind 

distances ranging from 6.5 to 500 km 

from the detonation site.  The field 

operatiolis required to obtain the fallout 

samples and the radiochemistry tech- 

niques used to analyze the samples 

a r e  described. Measured values of 
,& theL'garnm9 exposure ra te  resulting from 
->' 

fallout at  downwind locations in east- 

e r n  Nevada and western Utah a r e  re-  

ported. The maximum recorded ex- 

posure r a t e  65 km from the detonation 

s i t e  was 130 mR/hr .  Of the 80 fall- 

out samples collected, 16 were radio- 

chemically analyzed to  determine the 

species and quantities of radionuclides, 

present.  The presence in  each analyzed 

sample of up to 20 different radionuclides, 

inclhding and '1, was determined. 

The radiochemistry resul ts  a r e  expressed 

in t e rms  of deposited 
2 unit a r ea  (pCi/m ). 
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Introduction 

Cratering with nuclear explosives in clouds produced by nuclear cratering i s  

re leases  small  quantities of radioactive sufficiently different from the distributions 

debris in the vicinity of the detonation obtained from tower and a i r  detonations, 

and downwind. Most of this released due to different detonation environments, 

radioactivity i s  deposited in the local 

fallout field shortly after detonation. 

However, radioactive particles l e s s  than 

20 microns in diameter may be t rans-  

ported up to several  hundred kilometers 

from the detonation s i te  to be deposited 

a s  long-range fallout. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The objective of the Schooner Far-Out 

Fallout Collection Program was to collect 

and to radiochemically analyze samples 

of long-range fallout a t  distances ranging 

from 70 to 500 km from the detonation - 

si te  in order  to determine the magnitude 

and extent of the ground deposition of this 

fallout. 

This report  presents the following: 

1. A description of the field opera- 

tions required for sample collection 

2. The laboratory procedures fol- 

lowed in the radiochemical analysis of 

the samples 

3. The resul ts  of the radiochemical 

analysis giving the magnitude of deposi- 

tion in pico-curies per  square meter  
2 (pCi/m ) of up to 20 different radionu- 

clides at 15 separate downwind sampling 

locations 

* BACKGROUND 

to warrant an experimental program de- 

signed to obtain long-range fallout data 

from crater ing detonations. 

The F a r  -Out Fallout Collection P r o  - 
gram was initiated in order  to document 

long-range fallout from nuclear cratering 

events; it was begun on Project Cabriolet 4 

4 and continued on Projects  Buggy and 

Schooner. 

DESCRIPTION O F  SCHOONER 
EXPERIMENT 

Project  Schooner was a nuclear c ra te r -  

ing experiment in a layered tuffaceous 

medium executed a s  a par t  of the Plow- 

share Program for the development of 

nuclear excavation technology. Schooner 

was detonated on 8 December 1968 at 

approximately 0800 PST, a t  the Nevada 

Tes t  Site (NTS). The resultant yield was 

31 f 4 kt. Surface ground zero (SGZ) was 

1695.4 m MSL. The emplacement depth 

was 108.2 m.  The emp1,acement hole was 

a t  geodetic coordinates : 

Longitude-W1lGO 33' 57.1419" 

Latitude -N 37" 20' 36.3187" 

The detonation produced two distinct clouds 

whose dimensions at stabilization were: 

Main cloud height 4000 m 

Main cloud radius 1200 m 

Base surge height 670 m 

Base surge radius 2100 m 

Much data on long-range fallout from Initially, the base surge cloud traveled 
b 

tower and a i r  detonations obtained during almost due north while the main cloud 

the continental weapon t e s t s  of the 1950's went towards the northeast. At la ter  

a r e  available. 1a2'3 However, i t  was be- t imes the clouds traveled towards the 

lieved that the particle s ize distribution east. 



Field Program for Collecting Fallout Samples 

This section presents a description of 

the fallout collector for the Far-Out Fall- 

out Collection Program and the require- 

ments used in its design and placement in 

the field. The personnel and organization 

required for placement of the collectors 

a r e  also described. Maps a r e  given show- 

ing where the fallout collectors were 

located relative to the Schooner SGZ. 

Gamma exposure ra te  measurements 

made at th-ese collector locations a re  

tabulated. 

FALLOUT COLLECTOR DESIGN, 
FABRICATION, AND PLACEMENT 

The collection of long-range fallout 

required the design of a fallout collector 

satisfying the following requirements: 

1. A sampling surface large enough 

to collect sufficient radioactive debris for 

wet chemical processing and separation 

2. A surface coating capable of r e -  

taining the debris impinging on it  

3. A sampling surface of a type that 

the fallout could be quickly and com- 

pletely removed s o  analysis could pro- 

ceed efficiently 

4. A collector which would lie flush 

with the natural ground surface to avoid 

airflow turbulence above the collector 

5. A collector which would lie secure 

and stable in the high winds typical of the 

Nevada and Utah desert  region 

6. Contamination of the sampling 

surface before o r  after the sampling 

period must be avoided. 

7 X 10-ft polyethylene sampling sheet 

was cemented. A one-to-one mixture of 

petroleum jelly and toluene was applied 

to the sampling sheet. After evaporation 

of the toluene, the remaining sticky coat- 

ing of petroleum jelly served to retain 

any fallout debris falling on it. A poly- 

ethylene cover sheet was placed over the 

sampling sheet to prevent contamination 

of the sampling surface. An assembled 

fallout collector i s  shown schem'atically 

in Fig. 1. The collector was  then folded 

into a package about 2 ft X 3 ft X 6 in. and 

labeled with an identifying number (S1 to 

S100). Care was taken at all stages of 

collector fabrication to prevent any con- 

tamination of the sampling surface. 

To place the collector in the field, the 

packag.ed fallout collector was unfolded 

and fixed to the ground by steel stakes 

driven through the edge of the canvas 

tarpaulin (see Fig. 2). The cover sheet 

was then removed to begin fallout sam- 

pling. At the end of the sampling period, 

the surface of the sampling sheet was 

folded onto itself and the edges were 

securely sealed to isolate the sampling 

surface from outside contamination. 

Then the sheet was folded into a small 

package (1 ft X 1 ft X 3 in.) and removed 

from the canvas tarpaulin. The folded 

sample was sealed in a plastic bag. To 

further minimize outside contamination, 

this bag was placed in another bag and 

sealed. The sample was then marked 

with the collector's identifying number. 

Based on these requirements, the CONCEPTANDEXECUTIONOF 
following collector design evolved. A FIELD OPERATIONS 

9 X 12-ft canvas tarpaulin was used as a The fallout collector described above 

strong but flexible base to which a . is easily transported and can be quickly 



Plastic cover sheet 

Lcontact cement 
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Section A-A 

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of assembled fallout collector. 

set up in  the field. These properties 

together with its low cost allowed devel- 

opment of a flexible field program for 

fallout sampling. 

The expected fallout from Project 

Schooner was constrained by meteorologi- 

cal conditions to fall within an "acceptable 

v fallout sector'' k c . ,  the area where off- 

site fallout would be permitted). The 

field program was designed to sample . 
long-range fallout deposition within this 

sector at varying distances from SGZ to 

determine the dependence of deposition 

on distance. Of particular interest was 

the maximum deposition which would 

occur at these distances. Additionally, 

at a given distance, sampling perpendic- 

ular to the direction of cloud travel was 

desired so that the lateral extent and 

variation in magnitude of deposition along 
- 

a cloud diameter could be determined. 

Therefore, fallout sampling should take 

place along predetermined arcs. How- 

ever, to permit quick and easy access 

to any collector location, the fallout 

collectors were actually set up along 

highways which approximated these 

arcs. Figure 3 illustrates the Schooner 

acceptable fallout sector and the three 

predetermined arcs  together with the 

- 3- 



Fig. 2. Far-out faIlout coIlector in the 
field. 

major highways in eastern Nevada and 
western Utah. 

Suitable collector sites for collector 
placement were selected by a predetona- 
tion reconnaissance of the falloul sector. 
To be deemed suitable a fallout collector 
site had to be easily accessible and 
located (1) on the upwind side of the road 
and 20 to 50 m from the highway to mini- 
mize dust contamination from highway 

traffic, (2) in a cleared area free of near- 

by obstructions (i.e., billboards, fences, 

signs, etc.) which would perturb the 
micrometeorology of the area, and (3)  

near a n  easily identifiable landmark to 
facilitate retrieval of the sampling sheet, 
especially in darkness. Most of the col- 

lector sites were referenced to nearby 
state or county highway mileage markers. 
Figure 4 shows a map of the fallout sec- 

tar wit& t &  f&&& coIleetor sites. bdi-  

~ a t e d  bg. the appeo~riata  mileage marker 
@e&gfia@@n. A 8.imilar mapwas w e d  
&&g s g  O$.&z%iti@k& to gpe,@fy 
i@c@t%o~ &a f&lbu$ c o l l e ~ t o ~  pl.acement. 

%be field &egg&! ,of :&o, ,g& 
plaeed ,@a rqWie.rre@ $he fallout ciille&ol-s. '+ 
m e  beams, m e  suppxied irehi@l@f%. CU@- 

@i&&c+$f~m~ equipa,eat, gallout collectors, 

and patatil:e acintSla+iion rate aeters.,  
Tke:.Q.$te $timi@bi@f -pa,@ ~uab, t'ht % h ~  

ar3i<dval' &e r&a&ive clijQ.6, c&il&~@,e 
dege~@e& @gliWe. g w a  .qaiaann field, 

due to 3aIfout gredtes +ban b:a:&Ckgsoilad 

(4 td . ~ $ ~ : ~ j h r . )  be &e.a.sUre&. Three 
taarns. ware assigned +o wwork on each arc. 

,fi@e @@@d fi&d qpeFa7: 

t o n s  three days b:efc,z?e the scheduled 

d&tO$i&tt.Orj dSY(0-3::). D-3  tb D 2 

they set,up fallout: collectors 'to sample 

bwkgr.om@ level& f q t  Bppi-~xi.~ately 24, hi- 
at lorations whtoh spanned a lm~st  the 

&tire kceeptabk falloat sactor. The 
feld +earns. also meammed Be backgboufid 

CadiatioQ Keve1.s fainiliariied them- 
selvss wlYh the  suitable colleator sites, 
So* t-r a.q@i@i&d 8FCB. TWO @~1k01 

p . e ~ ~ e n a e l  were present in. the ~ prqject ~ 

Ctink.o1 Paint (CP) %tt& WTS on 13i-l ;*+j 

D-dap to coordinate ail  Beld operations. 

Cominuniodtions betoveen the G P  ad the 
field .tewns were maintained through the 
PHs radio n&%br.& emd pflblL0 tel.e@Fioheli.. 

Avaut: .an b u r  befbre detonation, CF' 
p,e&s@tiel .&@tgt&$&fl ,the tem:15 on  A r c  1 

where an& when ta place We%r eoIlectsrs. e 

The 'CP per6:onnel sele,cted th,@@e WcatiCms 
by using'Weather Bureaa predictions of , 
fallout direction and cloud travel time. 

Since cloud arrival time along Arc 1 was 
about 2' hr, collector placement had to 

begin prier to detonatiqxi to guarantee that 
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Test ----- 
S ~ t e  L ~ m l t s  of acceptable fallout sector 

I P r e d e t e r m ~ n e d  arcs 

1 

Fig. 3. Acceptable fallout sector and predetermined arcs.  

all collectors would begin sampling before The monitoring results along Arc 1 

k cloud arrival. After detonation, close-in were to be used by C P  personnel to in- 
monitoring results were used to deter- struct teams on Arc 2 where to place 

mine locations for placement of additional their collectors. However,' shortly after 

! I collectors on Arc 1 to guarantee that the clouds passed Arc -1, winds sheared 

sampling would occur on'the "hot-line." portions of the clouds from the main body 
I "L 
I 



Fig. 4.  Map of sites suitable for  fallout collector placement (used by field teams). 

of the clouds. As a result no attempt was 

made to increase the density of collectors 

along any given portion of the remaining 

two arcs.  Instead the fallout collectors 

were deployed.as widely as  possible along 

Arcs 2 and 3 to insure extensive documen- 

tation of Schooner fallout. 

Several hours after detonation, a i r -  

craft tracking of the cloud's trajectories 

indicated that movement of the clouds had 

slowed considerably. Therefore, to make 

certain that sampling was complete, the 

teams on Arcs 2 and 3 were directed by 

the CP  to retrieve their sampling sheets 

on the following day. After retrieval, the 

fallout samples were sent to Mercury, 

Nevada for transshipment to LRL in 

Livermore, California. . 

RESULTS OF FIELD 0PER.ATIONS 

Eighty samples were retrieved of 

which 14 were background samples. 
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W i n n e m u c c a  
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A u s t i n  

M i l f o r d  

I 

Location of collocled tollout sample. 

@ Sample whlch wos radloohemlcolly analyzed. 

I S X X  Sample Idenllf loatlon number. 

Fig. 5. Locations of Schooner far-out fallout collectors. 

I J Their locations relative to the Schooner Cloud arrival time was monitored 

SGZ a r e  shown in Fig. 5. Because poor by three of the nine field teams. The ' 

b communications between the C P  and a team closest to SGZ visibly observed 

field team on Arc 1 resulted in,delaying the arr ival  of the cloud and saw par- 

the removal of seven cover sheets,. Sam-. ticulate debris being deposited. Ta- 

pling by these collectors began after ble 1 gives the measured times of . 
arrival of the cloud. cloud arrival.  



Table 1. Measured cloud arrival times. 4 to 40 times background on Arc 3. How- 
. . 

Location from SGZ 
Distance Azimuth 

ever, the highest exposure rate measure- .  

ments made on Arc 1 were made bv an - - 
- d ---- 

(km) (deg) Time of arrival instrument contaminated by particulate 

7 6 6 0 0 9 4 5 ( H + l - 3 1 4 )  . 
debris. 

' 280 5 1 1800 (H + 1 0 ) ~  Although the scintillation ratk meters  

410 ' 56 1900 (H + 11) .were  useful in detecting cloud arrival and 

a in determining where the greatest deposi- 
This measu~ement  was definitely not 

on the "hotline. tion occurred along an arc, the meters  

could not distinguish between the exposure ' 

Gamma exposure rate measurements ra te  due to cloud activity and that due to 

taken 3 ft above the fallout collectors, ground deposition. To guarantee complete 

both a t  the beginning and at the end of the sampling of cloud deposition, the fallout 

sampling period, a re  given in Table 2. collectors were allowed to sample even 

These measurements ranged from 30 to after cloud tracking aircraft indicated - 

lo4 times background on Arc 1 and from that the cloud had passed. 

Table 2. Exposure rate m,easurements 3 ft above collectors. 

Collector placement ' Collector retrieval 
, . Exposure Exposure 

Location Fallout ra te  rate  
(clockwise) collector (mR/hr) Date Time (mR/hr)  Date Time 

Arc  1 

Arc  2 

8 Dec 1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1140 
1200 
1215 
0745 
0820 
0900 

8 Dec 1305 . 
1230 
1205 
1205 
1135 
1105 
1035 
1000 
1235 ' 

1213 
0910 
0915 

' 0915 
1003 

8 Dec 2025 
2000 
1930 
1915 
1915 
1810 
1740 
1730 
1705 
1500 
1645 

. 1520 
153 5 
1610 
1615 
1605 
1635 
1555 
1650 
1535 
1715 
1520 

9 Dec 07 15 
0740 
0715 

8 Dec 2115 
2135 

2300 
2330 
2355 

9 Dec 1105 
1042 
1235 . 
1250 

' 1250 
1325 



Table 2. (Continued) 

Collector placemd Collector retrieval 
Exposure E~poaure 

Location Fallout rate rate 
(olockwiee) collector (mRltrr) Date Time (m~/hr)  Date Time 

Arc 3 8 Dec 1443 
1403 
1518 

. . 
~ - - ~ 

a~allout sgmpl:bghegal, airer.ariival of tea- edge efeioud. 
sample w&s-~ad%oah&iozdlr d l y z b d .  
*~lonife~in~ e+ipment was +anii"ated byparticulate depoviti6o from Cloud. 

After the fallout samples had been 
returned to LRL, each sampling sheet 
was placed in a gamma counter to eeti- 
mate its level of containination. Eased 
on this information, tHe location of the 
collector relative to measured ground 
deposition, and the path of the radioactive 
cloud. 16 of the 80 sheets were selected 

to undergo wet chemical analysis for 
radionuclides of interest. 

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 

(1) -Sample Preparation 
The contaminated polyethylene sam- 

pling sheets were unfolded and mowted 
on a wooden frame. The petroleum jelly, 

- 9- 

t@geRee With the. r%ilio&cti%?e &6Ee.i~, Was. 
washed off with &orofo*;m uding squeeges. 

ancl &spPO@b1e a p e s .  iEgare 6 &ws the 
'washing procedure in pragmss. 'me. area 
of me sheet qcrtilsbea boen w.@a 5 by 7 4. 
By using an .me* smalle~ than actual3y 

expdsed to Talloet, it ~waspesslble to ha* 
a. well-deftned area fa* each sheet and to 
p.@dvent any @f the $Ohtact cement on tliS 

eilgps from washing intotfie chloroform. 
The cblorofo'sm, d w i 5 ,  Wd .dispos&bIe 

wipes were then collected in a &-liter 
glass be@&@. 

In order to &etem%ne the. efficiency of 
tEs wa&ing pFac.@s, the ggii%Na rad5a- 
tion spectra. of several sheets were. taken 

b&re aild after washingi The resMt@. 



.;&@@$T:@@r 8 .am= rnrrindt@$ Ef &dgi@.i& 
pem&&g ,en a mile&ep :&r, msh&g. 

g m e  tl& Lasasi$y WCEs '@mib@ljl~ on *Ire 
of she&, she b.a&s,ide 

@Qntanit@iti.a @mt be p.x&\nte,d in 
:&e*@~apqxe&e~na. 

' m e  g&r:$s: &I@ :#&@@&&le. ;ages *&#e 
g 2;g'"- $&;+ep :&q7h$tniin 

y&. L j :~$&..  $ I-1gte.r ea@&tted :~1inaee. 
A.g&l portton ( 2  mg) of'f. carrier 2. 
P@ g@H@a to .zii@~@fim t6 i,.a@,&@~ 

131 
~ - . e w w  of ~. I,+l&a&a: &&, .we wg&&, 
'#% ;Qf ~ q : r ~ , f ~ ; ~ .  ~*&3 

detwmhed, .ma an ~eliqaot wa$ .anAyzd 
f& wis NgT(T1) &,@%al. The f11te~ 

ana;PPipeB wez*ecomppe@~ed Wa dQ-c.m 
p=t*i HsB . .. f&* a,ma:-figy; ,*p*tp,a anal- ~- .. 

y & ~  mi:Rg a @.($.&) ahde. ge-3- 
$@$@,a .&&$a +&e >$atee* :&ge&&&ed 

.~, 
to the w&-aiXem&aal resultq. 

At .a1 times ~mig tWi2 prepaBa$ib.n@. 
the samples were treated as low-lev&l 

s,aniples; MI equipment used was new, 
and a separate set of equipment was used 

for e&ch sampling sheet. The metal 
clzimp&g kame was cleaned befbre each 

sheet was Scrubbed. 'Badlqgroufid dB&- 

pless: w ! e  pi?o@@%e:d .@d sb-wfed no 
measurable conta&nati:oa 

@$ ~fsge~u&nn 

mk: -4t 09 , g ~ ~ ~ ~ f a i : . m  apd tke pap- 
eaa&e ma&eFi& were. combbed && * 
i+@*&~ag &hlor~^for~Ih in the oli.igina1 

and heated to evaporate the chloro- 

fo%rh. Tk@ pa@& a d :  embe dttbrisi wer~e 
.&@&tt;& &mMihg ;ma8. and Efdi:G@ 
TJp.6~1 obTiQ5Le:tioh 6% this- Step,. .. t$e @t@&@. 
qi the be@.frt?s; - ~ ~$o% 1i.qtli.d and &eb&s, 
m r e  '$%Wi@ferxed to a fiat'wum crTiCfti1.e 
:xq@bo,Qe& to drpqsg.. To complete '%he 

di"BSb1utfofi of of~clra~ul&$e! 'mE1e@F, the 

reqi@ue . ~.~ @+@a ~ t t h  W a d  XiC2G4, 
%en B 'g~ Ha, was  sdd,ed:.t6 *eskclQe 

:& b&wtl. T& :soKu%&n *w centrifuged., 
and the'.1iquid was k.ansfevre,d do a flas:k 
c~nta:~- 9 &om quantity ~ f '  eaah car- 
rier solution far which radinchemical 

-9:see welie: tbbe p e ~ f o ~ w e ~ . .  If .@y 
,p~e.cip'ikLe remained, ;id ,was;kansfeEed 

&e:. om&~l@ a& &.iae pra~ess  fo_S @s- 
sol.uing particulate matter was r,epeat&d 
~@a 80 precipi?cate or activity remained 

in %he. c-fuge cane., 

(9) ~ ~ ~ a c & ~ ~ & ,  . ~ . . .  ~ . .  ~~ &dyses. . 
, . 

The? clear solukon from .&e dirssolution 

step -3s divided to ppredqce Fo duplicate 

samples. Nitric. acid was. added to each 
sanaple to prw@i$+?e tmggt&. The 
It@! was boiled% redwe i$s volume, 

~*6 $.hen it. ~ 8 s ~  : x q &  ba;sig d.@ NaOH.. 
Skdium oafionate. was add@& to preoipi- I 3  

tate %C03 p@ %r.CD8. Cesium laas 
extracted from tbe basic liguid. witb 

4 
3 ~ ~ ~ ~ " - i n - c ~ c l o h m a n e .  The BaC03,- 

SrCOQ precipitate was dissolved and HC1 

*BAMBP is. 4-sec butyl-2 (cr- 
meahylbene~)  hep pol. 



was added to precipitate BaC12. The ' 

solution was cooled in an ice-bath to 

enhance precipitation. The solute and 

precipitate were transferred to an anion 
\, exchange resin (Bio-Rad, Ag 21K) column. 

The strontium passed through the resin 

Y and the BaCI2 was recovered by washing 

the resin with water. 

Each element was then submitted to 
5 

the radiochemical purification procedure 

used in the Radiochemistry Division for 

that element. 

(4 ) Counting Procedures 

The purified samples were counted on 

low-background beta proportional counters, 

capable of measuring less  than 1 count/ 

min. The results' of the counting proce - 
dure were used as  input to a computer 

program which made a least squares 

analysis of the beta decay curves. All 

decay curves were extrapolated back to 

the ~ c h o b n e r  detonation time: 

The Ge(Li) diode spectra were 

computer-analyzed for radionuclide iden- 

tification and quantitative evaluation. 

Because the spectra were obtained in a 

poor geometry for counting, the final 

spectral numbers for 'each sample were 

normalized to the respective numbers 

for 1 4 0 ~ a  which were obtained by wet 

chemical analysis. Several of 'the data 

from Ge(Li) diode spectra have 10 to 207'0 

. precision due to low disintegration rates. 

RADIOCHEMISTRY RESULTS 

The results of the radiochemical anal- 

9 ysis were converted to units of ground 

2 deposition (pCi/m ) and a r e  given in 

Table 3.6 T h e  precision of these analy- 

ses  (including the scrubbing operation) is  

estimated to be 110 to 1 207'0 for those 

nuclides which were most abundant in the 

debris. Table 3 summarizes these data. 

Since 1311 could have been lost during 

several of the processing.steps, only 

lower limits for deposition can be speci- 

fied. Lower limits a r e  'also given for . 

samples, S-31 and S-49, because the 

cover sheet for these samples was r e -  

moved after the cloud had already arrived 

so that sampling was incomplete. A 

comparison of the deposition on two fall- 

out collectors placed side-by-side at the 

sample location shows that the measure- 

ments agree within the specified limits 

of precision. 

Although the maximum e r r o r  in the 

radiochemical analysis is 207'0, how well 

the far-out fallout 'collector actually Sam- 

ples and retains cloud deposited debris i s  

not known. However, the fallout collectoi- 

was designed and placed to minimize per-  

turbations in the local micrometeorology. 

Also, a sticky petroleum surface was 

used to increase the retentivity of the 

sampling area. As far  a s  resuspension 

of Schooner debris by wind and its subse- 

quent redeposition on the collector i s  con- 

cerned, this process requires a period of 

time long in comparison to the actual 

sampling period.7 We consider the meas- 

ured deposition to be within a factor of 2 
. . 

of actual deposition. 



Table 3 .  Summary of Schooner far-out fallout da ta .  

Arc 1 Arc 2 Arc. 3 

A.  Sample Identification 

s31a ~ 4 9 ~  5 1 2  . SR2 S81 S H ~ ~  ~ 4 5 ~  S56 S14 S77 S91 S26 Sl6  54 S73 S53 

H. Location from Surfare Ground Zero 

Illstance, km 89 90 70 . 70 fi5 7 5 75 108 246 259 278 370 440 385 50C 435 

.4xlrnuth, deg 357 2 47 47 5 0 5R 58 H 3 5 32 59 1 4E 56 17 30 

. Measured Activity per 1Jnit Area Normalized to Schooner Detonation Time, p ~ i / m 2  

lE5w 01% . >2.6 (62 - - 1.1 (8) 3.2 (8) - - 4.5 (3) 28.1 (1) 5.3 (5) 5.3 (6) - ' 1.8 (4) 7.4 (4) 7.0 (5) 1.9 (6) 

asampling began after a r r iva l  of the cloud's leading edge, so  only lower l imits may be specified. 

b ~ a m p l e  w5.s 1 of 2 placed at the same location. 

'1.7 (3) is  equivalent to 1.7 X lo3. 

d ~ n  underlined quantity signifies that the e r r o r  of radiochemical analysis was 10 to 20%. rather than l e s s  than 10%. 

e~ dash means that the presence of the nuclide in a sample could not be established. 



Conclusions and Recommendations 

The Far-Out Fallout Collection Pro- 

gram was successful in documenting the 

rl magnitude and extent of fallout up to 

500 km from the Schooner SGZ. From 

, i' 
preshot collector fabrication, through 

field planning and operational control at 

detonation time, to sample recovery and 

subsequent analysis in the laboratory, a 

practical and effi'cient program has 

evolved to measure fallout at large down- 

the capability of sampling debris depos- 

ited by precipitation. 

On future cratering events a concerted 

effort should be made to obtain fallout 

samples at downwind distances that corre - 
spond to about a 24-hr cloud travel time. 
At these distances, long-lived fission . 

products cannot be detected; however, 

their presence could be inferred from 

shorter-lived, similarly behaving induced 

wind distances. radionuclides. Data at these extreme 

Although it  did not rain o r  snow during distances would be helpful in refining 

the fallout sampling period, the field pro- and improving present prediction tech- 

gram should be expanded to incorporate niques. 
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